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Dynamics and thermodynamics of a nonlinear model for DNA denaturation
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We present a model for the dynamical structure of DNA that can be considered as an extension of the
usual Ising-like statistical approach to the melting curves. The model uses the stretching of the hydro-

gen bonds in a base pair as its main variable. Numerical simulations at constrained temperature show
that it provides a good qualitative description of the collective motions of the base pairs, including their
large-amplitude fluctuational openings and the emergence of the denaturation bubbles from the thermal
fluctuations. The results are in good agreement with a statistical-mechanics analysis of the denaturation
and specific-heat curves, performed with the transfer-integral method, provided that discreteness effects
are treated exactly by a numerical solution of the transfer-integral operator. Second-order self-
consistent phonon theory agrees with the exact transfer-integral results in the low- and intermediate-
temperature ranges and explains the phonon softening observed in the molecular-dynamics simulations.
When the temperature approaches the denaturation temperature, the second-order self-consistent pho-
non results deviate significantly from the exact ones, pointing to the fundamental role of nonlinear pro-
cesses in DNA denaturation.

PACS number(s): 87.10.+e, 63.70.+h, 64.70.—p

I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of DNA structure has highlighted the
fundamental relationship between structure and function
in molecular biology. This connection is now well estab-
lished and even used every day by drug companies look-
ing for new active molecules. However, there is now a
growing feeling that static structure alone does not entire-
ly determine the biological function of a molecule.
Molecular dynamics has perhaps been at the origin of
this attitude [l] because it has shown that chemical reac-
tions that seem to be impossible according to the molecu-
lar structure might indeed take place due to temporary
large molecular distortions.

DNA transcription is a typical example in which the
dynamics of the molecule is essential to a biological func-
tion since the double helix has to be locally opened in or-
der to expose the coding bases to chemical reactions.
This process is, however, very complex because it is ac-
tivated by an enzyme and it is probably still beyond a de-
tailed analysis. Thermal denaturation has some similari-
ties with the transcription because it starts locally by the
formation of a so-called "denaturation bubble" similar to
the local opening occurring in the transcription. There-
fore investigating thermal denaturation is a valid prelimi-
nary step toward the understanding of the transcription.
At temperatures well below the denaturation tempera-
ture, DNA also shows large-amplitude motions known as
"fIuctuational openings" in which base pairs open for a
very short time and then close again. These motions are
important because, when the base pairs reclose, they can
trap some external molecules causing a defect in the se-

quence. This process has been proposed as a possible
mechanism of chemical carcinogenesis [2]. The Quctua-
tional openings can be considered as intrinsic precursors
to the denaturation.

The denaturation or "melting" transition is the separa-
tion of the two complementary strands. It can be in-
duced by heating or by changing the ionicity of the sol-
vent. It has been extensively investigated experimentally
and models have been proposed to explain the complicat-
ed denaturation curves found in the experiments [3].
However, these models are essentially Ising-like where a
base pair is considered as a two-state system which is ei-
ther closed or open. Such an approach cannot reproduce
the full dynamics of the denaturation and it relies on phe-
nomenological parameters for the probability of opening
or cooperative character of this opening, which are not
easily derivable from first-principles calculations.

On the other hand, the nonlinear lattice dynamics of
DNA has recently been the subject of many investiga-
tions based on the idea that vibrational energy might be
trapped into solitary-wave excitations. This idea, origi-
nally suggested by Englander et al. [4] to explain the
open states of the DNA molecule, has given rise to many
investigations using solitonlike solutions to describe open
states, transition between the 2 and B forms, or energy
transport along the molecule [5-8]. Most of these investi-
gations have focused on the propagation of solitons along
the double helix. However, the biological function of
DNA does not necessarily involve transport along the
molecule. Consequently, although it is clear that a realis-
tic model will exhibit nonlinear e6'ects owing to the very
large amplitude motions known to exist, their ability to
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propagate along the helix is not a requirement of the
model. Rather, for denaturation (and transcription) we
are concerned by the formation and growth of these exci-
tations. It is the question that we want to investigate in
this paper. This is an extension to nonlinear dynamics of
the Ising models mentioned above. As in the Ising mod-
els, however our approach uses a very simple description
of the molecule restricted to the most relevant degrees of
freedom.

The model was introduced in a previous work [9] in
which we investigated its statistical mechanics and deter-
mined its denaturation temperature in a continuum limit.
An analysis in terms of a nonlinear Schrodinger (NLS)
equation for medium-amplitude excitations suggested
that the denaturation could be achieved through an ener-

gy localization process leading to the formation of large-
amplitude nonlinear excitations. In the present paper we
study the nonlinear dynamics of the model in contact
with a thermal bath and we analyze its evolution as tem-
perature approaches the melting point. We show that,
while it is dominated by extended waves (phonons) in-
teracting nonlinearly at low temperature, the role of lo-
calized excitations grows as temperature rises. These ex-
citations are responsible for the melting. Section II intro-
duces the model and exact statistical-mechanics results
deduced from the transfer-integral approach which show
that it does show a thermal denaturation. Section III in-
vestigates the mechanism of this denaturation through
molecular-dynamics simulations at constrained tempera-
ture. Finally, in Sec. IV a self-consistent phonon theory
is used to discuss some of these results, to provide an
analysis of the melting process, and to derive analytical
expressions of some thermodynamical functions in the
low- and high-temperature regimes.

II. MODEL AND TRANSFER OPERATOR APPROACH

Previous attempts to model the thermal denaturation
of DNA used Ising models in which a base pair was
treated as a two-state system being either closed or open.
Here we want to go further but still keep the model as
simple as possible in an attempt to determine the funda-
mental mechanism of the melting. Therefore we consider
a simplified geometry for the DNA chain in which we
neglect the asymmetry of the molecule and we represent
each strand by a set of point masses which correspond to
the nucleotides. The main characteristics of the model
are as follows.

(i) The longitudinal displacements are not considered
because their typical amplitudes are significantly smaller
than the amplitudes of the smaller transverse ones [10].
The displacements from equilibrium of the nth nucleotide
are denoted m„for one chain and U„for the other.

(ii) Two neighboring nucleotides of the same strand
are connected by a harmonic potential to keep the model
as simple as possible. On the other hand, the bonds con-
necting the two bases belonging to different strands are
extremely stretched when the double helix opens locally
so that their nonlinearity must not be ignored. We use a
Morse potential to represent the transverse interaction of
the bases in a pair. It describes not only the hydrogen

bonds but the repulsive interactions of the phosphate
groups, partly screened by the surrounding solvent action
as well.

The Hamiltonian for the model is then

—m(w„+u„)+—[(w„—w„,) +(u„—u„&)]
n

We can obtain a more convenient form by introducing
variables that would correspond to normal coordinates in
the linear limit, x„=( w„+u„)/&2 and
y„=(w„—u„)/&2,yielding

H=g —mx +—(x —x )
1 2

n n —1

n

+ —my„+—(y„—y„,)2+D(e "—1)2

(2)

The part of the Hamiltonian that depends on the variable
x„is decoupled from the stretching part and corresponds
merely to a harmonic chain without substrate potential.
It is well behaved so that we can ignore this term in the
statistical mechanics of the model. Therefore we hence-
forth consider only the part of H which depends on y„,

Hy = —my„+—(y„—y„))+D(e "—1)2 (3)

Z»= I II dy„e "' " '5(y, —y~),
oo

where f denotes the potential energy in y„ofthe Hamil-
tonian (2). This integral (5) can be evaluated exactly in
the thermodynamic limit of a large system (N~ ao ) us-
ing the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the transfer-

and describes the dynamics of the stretching motions we
are interested in.

Since we are interested in the thermal denaturation
transition of the molecule, the natural approach is to in-
vestigate the statistical mechanics of the model. Because
of the one-dimensional character of the system, and be-
cause the interactions are restricted to nearest-neighbor
interactions, it can be treated exactly, including fully the
nonlinearities, with the transfer-operator method.

For a chain containing X units with periodic boundary
conditions, the classical partition function, given in terms
of the Hamiltonian (3), may be factored as

Z= j II dy. dj. e
@=1

=Z»Z» (4)

The momentum part are readily integrated to give the fa-
miliar kinetic factor for X particles Z =(2mmk&T)
Since the coupling involves only nearest-neighbor interac-
tions, Z can be expressed in the form
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integral operator [11-13]
—Pf[y„,y„ —Pe,.

dy. e "' " '4;(y. — )=e '4;(y. ) .

The calculation is similar to the one performed by
Krumhansl and Schrieffer' for the statistical mechanics
of the P field. It yields Z»=exP( NP—eo), where eo is
the lowest eigenvalue of the operator. We can then com-
pute the free energy of our model as the sum of the
di8'erent contributions in Z,

Nk~ T7= —k~T lnZ= — ln(2~mkzT)+Neo . (7)

From this result we can derive the specific heat

(8)

The quantity which gives a measure of the extent of the
denaturation of the molecule is the mean stretching (y )
of the hydrogen bonds, which is given by

1 —pH'~(y i
—

yN )~(p 1 pN )dy. dj,

As the model is assumed to be homogeneous, the result
does not depend on the particular site m considered. The
integral can again be calculated with the transfer-integral
method" and yields

it has a discrete spectrum which corresponds to localized
eigenfunctions. On the contrary, above Td, Eq. (11) has
only delocalized states. We can therefore consider Td as
the melting temperature. The expression of the eigenval-
ue of the ground state is

1 PK a D
2P 2m. P 2K

Q

8P K
(13)

However, experiments on proton exchange in DNA
[16] show some evidence of exchange limited to a single
base pair which suggests that discreteness effects can be
extremely large in DNA. Therefore the calculation
presented above must be completed by an investigation
able to describe this extremely discrete case. The lattice
effects in this case go certainly beyond perturbation
corrections [17]and therefore we have solved numerically
without approximations the eigenvalue equation of the
transfer operator [18] by symmetrizing the transfer-
integral operator and replacing the integral by sums of
discrete increments, using summation formulas at
different orders. The problem is then equivalent to
finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a symmetric
matrix.

Figure 1 compares the thermal evolution of (y ) ob-
tained with the continuum approximation [Eqs. (10) and
(11)] and the exact numerical calculation, for the model
parameters discussed in the next section. Both methods
show a divergence of the hydrogen bond stretching over a
given temperature, but the melting temperatures given by
the numerical treatment is significantly higher, pointing
out the large role of discreteness in DNA dynamics if one
uses realistic parameters for the model. The numerical

g ( p;(y) ly I p;(y ) )e

&y) =&y

g (p;(y)lp;(y))e

= ( t()0(y ) ly l p&(y ) ) = f@o'(y )y dy,

since in the limit of large N, the result is again dominated
by the lowest eigenvalue eo associated with the normal-
ized eigenfunction Po(y ).

In the continuum limit approximation, the transfer-
integral eigenvalue problem can be reduced to the follow-
ing Schrodinger-like equation:

1 +D(e '» —2e '»)P, (y )
2PK By

= (e; —so D)P;(y), —

$5 ~ e r ~ I a ~ r ~ I a ~ I e
~

~ s s s ~ ~ I ~ a I e ~ ~ r

I

l

I

t

I

I

I

I

t

l
I

l

~ 1 I % I Sm le

2t/2KDd— )T,
Qkg

(12)

with so=(1/2P)ln(PK/2').
Equation (11) is formally identical to the Schrodinger

equation for a particle in a Morse potential, so that it can
be solved exactly [14,15]. When

0- ~ ~ I

I ~ S S I ~ ~ 5 ~ ~ I I ~ I I ~ % ~ ~ S ~ ~ 5 ~ I ~ ~ 0 ~ 8 I l ~ 0 I ~ l l

300 400
TEMPERATURE (K)

500

FICr. 1. Variation of (y ) vs temperature: The solid line cor-
responds to the exact numerical calculation, the dashed line to
the results obtained with the continuum approximation, and the
plus signs to molecular-dynamics simulations.
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mostat, controlled by M, is properly chosen, it can also
give reliable results for the dynamical properties.

In Hoover's reformulation [22] of Nose's method, the
variable s is removed, the equation of motion for s and s
are replaced by a single equation, and the factor (N+1)
is replaced by N. So, defining a thermodynamic friction
coefficient g=p, /M and redefining the time interval
dr ~dt Is, the Hoover formulation of the equations of
motion is

my„=K(y„+,+y„,—2y„)

+2aD(e "—1)e "—/my„, (15)

where

g my„NT—
n

200 400
TEMPERATURE (K)

600

FIG. 2. Variation of the specific heat vs temperature: The
solid line corresponds to the transfer-integral results and the
symbols correspond to molecular-dynamics simulations.

results for the specific heat versus temperatures given by
the transfer-integral calculation are shown in Fig. 2.

III. MOLECULAR-DYNAMICS CALCULATIONS

The thermodynamics of our DNA model shows that it
exhibits a thermal evolution which is qualitatively similar
to the denaturation of the molecule observed experimen-
tally. But this statistical approach does not give informa-
tions on the mechanism of the denaturation, and in par-
ticular, does it start locally by the formation of denatura-
tion bubbles in agreement with the experiments? In order
to study this aspect, we have investigated the dynamics of
the model in contact with a thermal bath by molecular-
dynamics simulation with the Nose method.

Beginning with the Hamiltonian K and the 2X-
dimensional phase space of a chain of N base pairs with
periodic boundary conditions, the fixed temperature
canonical ensemble can be simulated by the addition of a
single variable s, which regulates the energy Bows, and an
additional parameter M, which fixes the scale of the tem-
perature Auctuations. The augmented Hamiltonian
[19,20] is then introduced in the form

2

H'=H + +(N+1)kii T lns,
2M

(14)

where T denotes the temperature of the system and k& is
the Boltzmann's constant. The logarithmic character of
the potential energy of the heat bath is introduced to
achieve the equivalence of the canonical ensemble for the
original system. Indeed, Nose demonstrated that in this
extended phase space the microcanonical ensemble of K'
is precisely the canonical ensemble of K at temperature
T. This property is only exact for equilibrium properties,
but investigations currently in progress [21] show that,
provided that the characteristic time of the Nose ther-

Most of the simulations have been performed with a
chain of 256 base pairs with periodic boundary condi-
tions, but in order to achieve better statistics, some simu-
lations have been performed on a Connection Machine-
200 with 16384 base pairs. Equations (15) are integrated
with a fourth- order Runge-Kutta scheme with a time
step chosen to conserve H' to an accuracy better than
0.001% during a run.

We have chosen a system of units adapted to the ener-

gy and time scales of the problem. Energies are ex-
pressed in electron volts, masses in atomic mass unit
(a.m.u. ), and length in angstroms. The resulting time unit
is 1 t.u. = 1.0214X10 ' s. The choice of appropriate
model parameters is a very controversial topic, as attest-
ed to by the debate in the literature [23]. There are well-
established force fields for molecular dynamics of biologi-
cal molecules, but they have been designed to provide a
good description of the small amplitude motions of the
molecule and are not reliable for the very large amplitude
motions involved in the denaturation. In our model, the
Morse potential is an effective potential which links the
two strands. It results from a combination of an attrac-
tive part due to the hydrogen bonds between two bases in
a pair and the repulsive interaction between the charged
phosphate groups on the two strands. The potential for
the hydrogen bonds can be rather well estimated [24] but
the repulsive part is harder to determine because the
repulsion is partly screened by ions of the solvent. Con-
sequently, we have had to rely on estimations. The pa-
rameters that we use have been chosen to give realistic
properties for the model in terms of vibrational frequen-
cies, size of the open regions, etc., but future work will be
needed to confirm our choice. However, we do not ex-
pect that a better choice would change qualitatively the
results presented here. The parameters that we have
chosen are a dissociation energy a=0.04 eV, a spatial
scale factor of the Morse potential a =4.45 A, a cou-

O

pling constant E =0.06 eV/A, and a mass m =300 a.m.u.
The constant of the Nose thermostat has been set to
M = 1000.

A first scan of the dynamics of the model is obtained
by imposing a slow temperature ramp (200—540 K) that
generates sets of states which are approximately equili-
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brated and are used then as initial states for simulations
at constant temperature. Figure 3 shows a summary of
the melting process as it appears for a slow heating. In
the low-temperature range, patterns of darker regions ap-
pear. Moving along the DNA chain (horizontal axis on
the figure), one notices that the stretching amplitude ex-
hibits large variations. Dark regions of large stretching
are separated by lighter domains where the stretching is
small. This is consistent with the fluctuational openings
that are observed experimentally [2S,26] and means that,
even at rather low temperature, this nonlinear system is
far from a situation of energy equipartition. When the
temperature is higher, the figure shows large black spots
which correspond to open regions of the molecule, i.e.,

FIG. 3. Evolution of the stretching y along the DNA model
during heating. The horizontal axis indicates the position along
the 2S6 cells of the molecule and the vertical axis corresponds to
the temperature (or time since t and temperature T are linearly
related by the equation of the temperature ramp: T= To+rt).
The temperature increases from 200 K (bottom) to S40 K (top).
The grey scale goes from y ~ 0 A (white) to y ~ 2 A (black).

the "denaturation bubbles" observed experimentally.
They appear as alternatively black and white which
shows that they are oscillating. At the highest investigat-
ed temperature, the complete chain is black on the figure,
which corresponds to the fully denaturated state in which
all the base pairs are stretched up to a value which corre-
sponds to the plateau of the Morse potential.

A more accurate picture is obtained by using the Nose
scheme correctly, i.e., at constant constrained tempera-
ture. The pictures in Fig. 4 show the dynamics at three
different temperatures. The dark regions are organized
into lines which attest that some excitations are long
lived in the system. Following one of these lines, one can
notice that it is interrupted regularly and looks like a dot-
ted line. This is due to an internal breathing of the local-
ized excitations that oscillate between a large amplitude
(black dots in the figure) and a small amplitude state
(light dots) in a regular manner. As mentioned in our
previous work [9), these results are consistent with the
small amplitude expansion of the equation of motion. A
multiple scale expansion gives a nonlinear Schrodinger
equation, which indeed has breathing solutions. A more
careful study [27], with a potential having qualitatively
the same pro6le, has shown that the discreteness of the
chain could be of great importance to stabilize the excita-
tions, particularly when breathers are involved. Using an
efticient Green's-function method, we obtained a qualita-
tive and quantitative agreement between analytical pre-
dictions and simulations.

At T=150 K, the excitations are extremely localized
(a few units), but if the temperature is raised to T=340
K, their sizes grow. Some of them maintain an oscillat-
ing motion, whereas others stay in an open state. At
T=450 K, we see that the picture is dominated by black
areas: The system is about to be completely denaturated.
We have not yet found an analytical expression of the
open bubble —it cannot be represented by the nonlinear
Schrodinger equation. An explicit introduction of the
thermal fluctuations which are required to stabilize the
open states is necessary. The effective potential that we
derive in the last section can be viewed as a step in this
direction. As the amplitude increases, the frequency of
the oscillation decreases to zero, where the bubble stays
open. This transition from oscillating to static bubbles is
qualitatively similar to a softening of the phonons modes
as illustrated by Fig. 5.

The wave-vector-dependent spectral functions, ob-
tained from the molecular-dynamics data, are represented
in Fig 5for q =. m/2. The solution y„(t) of the equations
of motion were Fourier transformed with respect to both
space and time to obtain

u(q, co)= g dt u (t)e'~~
0 J

I

The spectral function is then, according to the Wiener-
Khinchin theorem,

S(q, co)= lim —~u, (q, co)(
1 1

2tmax

The spectra shown are obtained after a convolution with
a Gaussian in order to smooth the data. The dynamical
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structure factor at T=20 K shows three features: (i) a
well-defined peak around co=0.75 corresponding to the
low-temperature phase phonon peak,

2 Za D+4K sin (q/2) (16)

(ii) a dc component; and (iii) a first harmonic of the
phonon's frequency which show that even at this low
temperature the nonlinearity is important. At T= 150 K,
the phonon peak has considerably broadened indicating
that the phonon lifetime is shorter and the phonon's fre-
quency has decreased significantly. On the other hand,
the central peak has increased, and is now predominant,
since it is an order of magnitude larger than the phonon
peak. This feature may be due to localized, large-
amplitude excitations, similar to breather modes. These

modes consist of excitations with an internal oscillation
in the phonon's gap, thus they may contribute to the
low-frequency dynamical structure factor. As, in our
model, there is only one minimum, even local, of the po-
tential, there are no domain walls that could contribute
to the central peak. The low-frequency contribution orig-
inates from the breath ers, in addition to phonon-
difference processes. At high temperature (T=450 K), a
well-defined phonon peak is again present with a small
weight at ~=0. The frequency of the peak corresponds
to the high-temperature phonon's peak. Recalling that
we observed in Fig. 3, that at this temperature most of
the particles are on the plateau of the Morse potential, it
is clear that this peak results from the phonons on the
plateau: co =4K /m sin (q /2). This is a complete soften-
ing, in the sense that the frequency of the lower band

FICz. 4. Evolution vs time of the stretching for three equilibrium temperatures: (a) T= 150 K, (b) T=340 K, (c) T=450 K.. The

grey scale goes from y & —0. 1 A (white) to y ~ 1 A (black).
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1-edge has reached zero: The potential being Hat on the p a-
teau, there is no frequency gap.

In Fig. 6, we plot the frequency of the phonons as a
function of the temperature. The errors bars are defined
as the width at half-height: They are large at intermediate
temperature, but the decrease of the frequency as T in-
creases is clear. The picture shows the evolution, during
the transition, of the frequency from its value in the bot-
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FICx. 5. Dynamical structure factor (semilogarithmjc plot)
for the stretching y vs the frequency at q =~/2. (a), ( ),(a) (b) and (c)
refer to simulations at T=20, 150, and 450 K, respectively. The
vertical line on the right (dashed) corresponds to the phonon
frequency at the bottom of the well, whereas the left one (dash-
dot-dot-dot) corresponds to the frequency on the Morse plateau.
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FIG. 6. Frequency of the phonon vs temperature for q =~=7T 2.
The error bars indicate an interval where the frequency lies at
those temperatures for which a single mode cannot be identified.
The horizontal lines correspond to the phonon frequency at the
bottom of the well (dashed) and on the Morse plateau (dash-
dot-dot-dot).

tom of the well, to the frequency on the Morse plateau.
It is a transition from an optical mode to an acoustical
one, since on the plateau there is no longer a frequency
gap.

The order parameter g of the system, y, is theis the aver-
age displacement, averaged over all sites:
(y ) =((1/N) g„y„).The molecular-dynamics results
for (y ) are shown in Fig. 1 where they are compared
with the value given by the transfer-integral method. In
order to obtain better statistics and generate meaningful
curves, the simulation has been repeated with 16384
units on a Connection Machine-200 using one processor
for each unit. At very low temperature, g approaches the
only stable minimum of the substrate potential y, =0. At
high temperature, it rises. When the temperature is high
enoug, e wh th hole chain is on the Morse plateau, and t e
system has reached a delocalized state, which we ca e
the denaturated state. In this domain, in spite of the
large number of base pairs used in the simulation, the re-
sults still show important fluctuations near the transition,
since g diverges.

In the biological experiments, in order to study the
melting transition of DNA, the separation of the two
strands is investigated by monitoring the increase in UV
absorbance associated with a change in the electronic
configuration of the bases as they unstack, and plotting
the fraction of broken base pairs versus temperature.
The shape of the melting curve depends strongly of the
length of the particular DNA molecule. For short mole-
cules, the denaturation occurs in a highly cooperative
manner and is rather sharp. .On the contrary for a long
molecule, the denaturation can extend over tens of de-
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grees and is a multistep process. The numerical results
for the denaturation rate are presented in Fig. 7. The im-
portance of using a large number of base pairs is clear
from the picture because the noise is still important on
some of the curves. The Auctuations at high temperature
are caused by the opening or closing of large denatura-
tion bubbles. When comparing these curves with the
smooth denaturation curves obtained experimentally, one
must keep in mind that the smallest experimental samples
contain mi11ions of base pairs. In spite of the
simplification of our model and the exceptional comput-
ing power of the Connection Machine, this is beyond the
present numerical possibilities so that we cannot expect
accurate measurements of the denaturation temperature
from the simulations. A precise analysis of the state of
the chain shows an evolution in qualitative agreement
with experimental results. Figure 8 presents the histo-
gram of the width of the bubbles which exceeds a thresh-
old of 0.5 A, for three different temperatures. We can
note two different regimes: At low and intermediate tem-
peratures, there is a quasilinear curve (in semilogarithmic
plot), whereas at high temperature, the picture shows a
plateau which indicates that there are bubbles at all
scales, including very large ones, when the denaturation
occurs.

We have obtained an estimate of the transition temper-
ature Td from the evolution of g, but the specific heat
could give us more details on the type of transition. Its
value can be obtained from the Auctuations of the kinetic
or potential energies in the microcanonical ensemble.
The expression is

4 b,
(17)

N(k~ T)
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FIG. 7. Denaturation curve for DNA models. The denatura-

tion rate is calculated by counting the number of base pairs
0

which have a mean stretching exceeding a threshold of 0.5 A
0

(upper curve) and 1 A (lower curve).
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0

bles, with a displacement which exceeds 0.5 A (semilogarithmic
plot). The three curves corresponds to the three following
cases: T= 100, 200, and 450 K. The width of bubbles exceeding
100 units are not plotted.

Because the Schrodinger equation approximation for
the transfer-integral operator method breaks down due to
the discreteness effects, the transfer-integral approach
cannot provide an analytical expression for the thermo-
dynamics quantities like the free energy or the specific
heat. Moreover, the molecular-dynamics calculation
have exhibited a phonon softening which is important to
analyze because it is amenable to experimental observa-
tion. Finally, we have noticed on the molecular-

where (b,P ) denotes the average square fiuctuations in
the total kinetic or potential energies [28]. Notice that,
to calculate the specific heat per particle in units of k~,
we have fixed the Nose parameter g to zero, in order to
run the simulation at constrained energy. The evaluation
of a quantity from the mean-square fluctuations is always
less accurate than an evaluation using mean values of the
quantities themselves. However, the numerical results
for C, show a tendency toward singular behavior which
is sufficient to identify a temperature range in which Td

must lie. The equations are integrated for a system of
512 particles, with a time step of 0.25 t.u. With this time
step the energy is conserved to within a few part in 10 .
The procedure for each point is as follows. Once a tem-
perature is chosen, the system is aged for
200000—400 000 time steps to reach thermal equilibrium.
Then the equations are integrated during approximately
5 ns, or 2 X 10 times steps, and the data are accumulated
every 20 time steps. The specific-heat values are shown
in Fig. 2. The broad rnaximurn in the specific heat is near
T=SOO K. We can see that the transition extends over a
large temperature region and occurs at a rather high tem-
perature.

IV. SELF-CONSISTENT PHONON METHOD
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dynamics results the formation of open states which
could perhaps be explained within the framework of an
effective potential integrating the thermal fluctuations.
This is exactly what the self-consistent phonon (SCP) ap-
proach calculates. This is why we have applied the SCP
method to analyze the properties of our DNA model at
thermal equilibrium. We have been able to evaluate ex-
plicitly the second-order correction which gives success-
ful results, at least sufficiently far from the transition tem-
perature.

In the low-temperature regime, introducing
u„=y„—(y ) =y„—rj and two parameters 0 and P, we

apply the SCP method [29], by considering the trial har-
monic Hamiltonian

Ho= g —mu„+ (u„—u„+,) + u„1 . p + p 0
2 " 2

(18)

The canonical partition function Z can be expressed as
the product of the unperturbed partition function Zo and
the perturbation factor Z, :

Z= J' gdu, e-"

and its contribution to the free energy is

—k~T &—
& 2mk~T

ln
,=o '(p )

(19)

Introducing the parameters i), ( u ) = ( u„), and
( v ) = ( u„u„+,), the only difficulty in evaluating the
variational free energy is the self-consistent substrate po-
tential. Expanding the exponent in a series as follows (see
appendix for the expression of ( uk~) ),

oa
( )2P co

( o )2P+ I=~ (,)
(""+~

( + )
'""""'

(2p )t 2t'p!
(20)

we obtain an "effective" potential, which keeps the shape
of the Morse potential, but with a minimum which is
temperature dependent as shown in Fig. 9(a). The ex-
pression for the erst-order correction for the free energy
is then

Q
&, =(&—P)((u') —("))

— (u')
2

—2aq+2a (u ) 2e
—ay+(a /2)(u )

) (21)
The perturbation series for Z, is calculated by expanding
the exponential and the logarithmic function; the
coefficient of (

—P)"/n! in the expansion of lnZ
~

is
termed the nth cumulant and is written [30]
((H Ho)")o, . T—hus

9'= —kii T lnZ

= —ks T lnZo —ks T ln ( e )o

It can be shown [31]that the variational free energy gives
an upper bound for the actual free energy

9' ~ Po+ V, =9', . (22)

Considering i), (u ), and (v ) as variational parameters,
the conditions for 7, to be stationary are then equivalent
to the system

=NVo kti T g (—(H Ho)")o, —
n~

(u'),
2

(23)

=N( Pc+ V, +V~+ . . ) .

The first contribution Vo gives the contribution of N har-
monic oscillators of frequency

cv (p)=O +4/sin

~2 2a 2De —2' "I/3

We can note that 0 is temperature dependent but not P,
which means that the coupling constant is not renormal-
ized in spite of the anharmonicity of the substrate poten-
tial. The phonon dispersion curve is just translated paral-
lel to the frequency axis as the temperature changes. As
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FICs. 9. (a) Substrate potential in the SCP
approximation for a one-dimensional chain of
Morse oscillators coupled by harmonic
springs. The potential is plotted for the three
following values of ( u ) =0 (solid curve), 0.02
(dashed), 0.06 A (dash-dotted) (which corre-
sponds to the three temperatures T=O, 275,
411 K). (b) Free energy 9, vs g at different
temperatures: T=350 K (dashed curve), 380 K
(dash-dotted), 411 K (solid), 430 K (dash-dot-
dot-dot).
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9'& =D 1 —(1+2ag/3)e (24)

Since (u ) and rj are related, the minimization of V&

amounts simply to solving the equation

q is an increasing function of temperature, 0 decreases
with T which corresponds to the mode softening ob-
served in the molecular-dynamics simulations.

Using the system (23), we can simplify the expression
for the first-order correction of the free energy to obtain

ture rises, it becomes poor. This can be understood be-
cause, due to the even parity of the trial Hamiltonian Ho,
the infinite number of odd powers in the Morse potential
does not contribute to V, . A more accurate expression
can be obtained by calculating the second-order correc-
tion 9'2 to the free energy. Using the expressions given in
the appendix, we obtain the expression:

((H —Ho) ) —(H Ho)—
—2%k~ T

3ak~ T 1

22a De '" +4K sin (~p/N)
(25)

Dz a (u
e

—(4/3)av1 y [(2e "&"I 1)2
2k T

In practice, Eq. (25) is solved by a simple bisection
method and Fig. 9(b) shows the free energy V„vsg at
different temperatures. We see clearly that the self-
consistent solution which corresponds to the metastable
minimum of the dashed and dash-dotted curves, disap-
pear at T, =411 K to give a strictly decreasing function
of g. Over T, the only minimum is obtained for an
infinite value of g, which does not correspond to a self-
consistent solution of the problem. Consequently T, can
be identified as the denaturation temperature given by the
SCP. We can note that, at this temperature, a small well
in the effective substrate potential on Fig. 9(a) persists,
but it is not deep enough to support a bound state, i.e., a
localized state.

Figure 10 presents P„asfunction of T. While the SCP
approximation is good at low temperature, as tempera-

where
1 cos[(2~p /N )( I —1)]

NI3
q II +4K sin ( ~p /N )

(26)

Figure 10 shows that 9q significantly improves the agree-
ment with the exact results up to about 300 K. However,
the SCP calculation still fails for higher temperatures,
emphasizing the fundamental role of the nonperturbative
nonlinear effects in the denaturation process.

In the very-high-temperature regime, we can obtain a
simple expression for the free energy because the whole
system is on the plateau of the Morse potential, with an
effective harmonic coupling constant K. Therefore, the
model is equivalent to an harmonic chain, without sub-
strate potential so that its free energy is simply

-0.00—

k T~—
~B

2 ]

~k, T
ln

2K sin (~p/N)
(27)

and the specific heat per particle, in units of kz, is equal
to 1. Figures 2 and 10 show that, above the transition,
this picture is indeed correct.

g -0.05—Q

-0.10—

200 400
TEMPERATURE (K)

600

FIG. 10. Variation of the free energy vs temperature. The
line corresponds to the exact free energy calculated with

the transfer-integral method, the ———line to the first-order

SCP result, the —- —- — line to the second-order SCP, and the
. —line to the high-temperature harmonic approximation.

Note that while the first-order SCP method is necessarily an

upper bound to the exact free energy this is not a constraint for
the second-order approximation.

V. CONCLUSION

The model that we have discussed can be considered as
an extension of the Ising-like models for DNA melting,
which includes a degree of freedom that describes the dy-
namics of the nucleotide motion. Therefore it can
represent not only denaturation, but also precursor
effects like Auctuational openings, which are a potential
guide to the mechanism of denaturation. The numerical
simulations have shown that, in spite of its simplicity
with respect to the real DNA structure, the model pro-
vides a satisfactory qualitative description of DNA dy-
namics. In agreement with experimental results, we have
found fluctuational openings and the formation of bub-
bles that grow and combine with each other to lead to a
complete denaturation of the molecule.

Two complementary methods were used to study its
statistical mechanics. The transfer integral has confirmed
that the model should show a thermal denaturation and
has pointed out that the lattice discreteness effects are
large enough to change significantly the denaturation
temperature. Since the denaturation occurs through a lo-
calization of the thermal energy which, in the limit where
the model can be represented by a nonlinear Schrodinger
equation can be viewed as the consequence of modula-
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tional instability [9], one could expect that discreteness
effects would increase this instability [32]. But discrete-
ness also tends to prevent the growth of the denaturation
bubbles by preventing an easy motion of their boundaries.
The transfer-integral calculation shows that among these
two contradictory efFects of discreteness, the second one
dominates. The SCP method has emphasized the dom-
inant efFects of the nonlinearity in a precursor regime
near the transition. The use of the second-order correc-
tion to the free energy gives us a useful approach to ob-
taining analytical expressions for thermodynamic func-
tions in the low- and intermediate-temperature range, but
it fails in the vicinity of the denaturation. But the simple
model that we have discussed here, although it goes far
beyond the Ising models in its ability to describe the dy-
namics of the denaturation, is still not complete because
it gives a transition which occurs at a rather high temper-
ature (which could be related to our choice of parame-

ters) and over too large a temperature region (which is a
more fundamental limitation). This suggests that the
model lacks sufTiciently eKcient mechanism for an energy
localization. Work in this direction is currently in pro-
gress.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF THE MEAN VALUES FOR THE SCP METHOD

(a) As Ho is even, (ukut') =0 if (n+p) is odd. For calculating the even case, we introduce the matrix M, with
M, , =(II /2+/)6;, —(P/2)(5; +,+5;,).

du, u&u exp — M; u;u

(u„"uf'&=
du;exp — M; u,- u

1 gn+p

f3"+pZ(0) Bhk Bh j' h=o

We introduce then the new variable v; =u, —a, , where a is chosen so that the linear term of the quadratic form vanish.
It gives a= M 'h/2. We obtain after long calculations [33]

E(p /2) n Jp 1 (u u )P
—2e(u&)(77 —P)/2+2&

(u„"ut')=
(p —2q )![ [n —(p —2q ) ]/2]!q! 2~n p~~2+2e— (Al)

(b) Using again the same change of variable, we obtain

(
Q(PI +ill )

)
I + du;e " ' exp —P+M; u;u

du;exp — M; u;u
1 l,j

Q du;exp —P g M; u;u —g h;u;
1

1 17J 1

16l 'hMh /4

If h,. =0, except hz =h& = —a /P, it reads as

—a(u&+u&), a ((u )+(ukuI ))
(A2)

The same calculation with hk = —2a /P, gives

&e
"" "' &=exp[a'( —,'&u'&+2&u„u, &)] .

(c) With the same trick, we have

(A3)
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2 "k)
f +du;ut e '""exp ' —P+M; u;ul

I l,J

f + du;exp —P+M, u,.u.

1 +du, . exp —P gM, u;u +gh;u;
P t)ht

g2e P 'hMh/4

P t)h

1 ti 'hMh/4 t)'hMh/4
P t)h 2 t)h,

P 'hMh/4

Therefore, with h, =0 except hk = —a/p, it reads

( 2 "k ) [( 2)+ 2( )2] (a /2)ia ) (A4)
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